### Burring Punches

#### SJM

- **Jector type**
  - T - SPM

- **Jector**
  - SPM

---

#### SJM

- **Order**
  - Catalog No.: 31  B
  - Price: [Volume discount price](#) P.39

---

#### SJM

- **Catalog No.**
  - 31: SPM

---

#### SJM

- **Specifications of half-made types**
  - For details of jector holes, refer to Jector Punch Blocks.
  - For details of jector pins, refer to Jector Pin Sets.

---

#### SJM

- **Alterations to head specifications**
  - If size changes to length, dimension S, or other dimensions are required, use drawing punch shape BC. 
  - Specifications of half-made types: P.582-584
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